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The results of the treatment of 264 elderly people in critical condition are 

presented. The age of the patients was 80 - 101 years, and their average age 

was 85.7 years. Among them, 153.0 (53.0%) were female and 111.0 (42.0%) 

were male. The most common critical condition, namely 21.1%, was 

associated with severe circulatory failure in the brain, in which patients with 

ischemic stroke predominated. Their condition on the Glasgow scale 

corresponded to 3-8 points. Treatment included artificial lung ventilation, 

intravenous infusions, circulatory rehabilitation, parenteral and enteral 

nutrition, and other intensive care measures. These patients spent an average 

of 7.1 days in the clinic, and the cost of treatment for one patient amounted to 

4032.0 GEL. 82.0 patients died, which corresponds to 31.1% of the lethality, 

17.0 (6.4%) ) The patient was left severely disabled and needed 53.0 (20.1%) 

patients to take care of another person in order to survive, while another 

112.0 (42.4%) patients were able to take care of themselves.  
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Introduction: The previous work of this kind of research was published by 
us back in 2009, which was one of the first works created in this direction 



then. Today, the number of elderly patients in critical care clinics is 
progressively increasing, and the individual nuances of their treatment are 
less known. .Therefore, deepening scientific research in this area should be 
considered as a highly topical problem as it will enable better results to be 
obtained during their treatment. 
 
Material and Methods: Results of treatment of 264 critically ill elderly are 
presented. The age of the patients was 80 - 101 years, and their mean age 
was 85.7 years. Among them, 153.0 (53.0%) were female and 111.0 
(42.0%) were male. The most common critical condition, namely 21.1%, 
was associated with severe circulatory failure in the brain, in which 
patients with ischemic stroke predominated. In other cases, the critical 
condition was associated with polytrauma, chronic heart failure, sepsis, 
and acute liver and kidney failure. Their condition on the Glasgow scale 
corresponded to 3-8 points. Treatment included artificial lung ventilation, 
intravenous infusions, blood thinners, antibacterial drugs, parenteral and 
enteral nutrition, and other intensive care measures. Treatment outcomes 
of these patients and treatment cost compared to the treatment outcomes 
and cost of 123.0 adult patients It is noteworthy that the critical conditions 
in these patients of the control group are mainly associated with the same 
pathological processes as those registered in the elderly patients of the 
main group. 
 
Result and Discussion: These patients received 1874.0 beds per day at the 
clinic, averaging 7.1 beds per day and 26.7% more than critical adult 
patients, with an average length of 5.6 beds per day. The day was made 
up. The total cost of treatment for all patients was 1064669.0 GEL, while 
the average cost of treatment for one patient was 4032.0 GEL, which was 
16.4% less than the cost of treatment for critical adult patients. The  82.0 
patients died, corresponding to 31.1% of the lethality and 10.0% more 
than the lethality rates registered in adult patients, of which 26.0 patients 
died and the lethality was 21.1%. 0 (6.4%) patients were left severely 



disabled and 53.0 (20.1%) patients needed other person care to survive, 
while another 112.0 (42.4%) patients were able to take care of themselves. 
Among them, the highest rates of lethality were registered during 
hemorrhagic stroke and sepsis, while the deepest degree of disability was 
also observed during hemorrhagic and ischemic strokes. As for the adult 
diseases of the control group, including vegetative state was observed in 
5.0 patients, 22.0 patients remained associated with disability, and 76.0 
patients were able to take care of themselves, which is 4.1%, 16.2% of the 
patients in this contingent. % And 78.1%, respectively, and were 
significantly better than the results obtained during the treatment of 
elderly patients 
 
Conclusion: The analysis of the results of treatment of elderly patients 
clearly indicates the need to study individual details of the treatment 
problem in critical care clinics of patients of this age. This will make it 
possible to make further progress in the treatment process. 
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მოხუცი ავადმყოფების მკურნალობის შედეგები კრიტიკული მედიცინის 

კლინიკაში                                                                               კრიტიკული 

მედიცინის ინსტიტუტი, თბილისი,საქართველო    „კრიტიკულ 

მდგომარეობათა და კატასტროფათა მედიცინა“,                               69-70, 

2021, თბილისი,საქართველო                                                                      

 

მოტანილია კრიტიკულ მდგომარეობაში მყოფი 264 მოხუცის 

მკურნალობის შედეგები.ავადმყოფთა ასაკი შეადგენდა  80–101 

წელს,მათ შორის ქალი იყო  153,0( 53,0% )მამაკაცი კი  111,0 (42,0%).  ამ 

ავადმყოფთა საშუალო ასაკი  85,7 წელი იყო.კრიტიკული მდგომარეობა 

ყველაზე ხშირად,სახელდობრ 21,1% ასოცირებიული იყო თავის ტვინში 

სისხლის მიმოქცევის მწვავე მოშლასთან,რომლის დროსაც ჭარბობდნენ 

იშემიური ინსულტის მქონე ავადმყოფები.მათი მდგომარეობა 

გლაზგოს შკალით შეესაბამებოდა 3-8 ბალს.მკურნალობა მოიცავდა  

ფილტვების ხელოვნურ ვენტილაციას,ინტრავენურ  ინფუზიებს, 



პარენტერალურ და ენტერალურ კვებას და  ინტენსიური მოვლის  სხვა 

ღონისძიებებს.ავადმყოფებმა კლინიკაში საშუალოდ  დაჰყვეს 7,1 

საწოლ-დღე,ხოლო  მკურნალობის ღირებულებამ შეადგინა 4032.0 

ლარი,რაც 16.4% ნაკლები იყო ზრდასრული ავადყოფების 

მკურნალობის ღირებულებასთან შედარებით. გარდაიცვალა 82 

ავადმყოფი,რაც ლეტალობის   31,0% შეესაბამება,გადარჩენილთა შორის 

ვეგეტატური მდგომარეობა განუვითარდა  17,0( 6,4%)  

ავადმყოფს,ღრმა ინვალიდი დარჩა  და სიცოცხლის გასაგრძელებლად  

სხვა პირის პატრონაჟს საჭიროებდა 53,0(20,0%) პაციენტი,ხოლო სხვა 

52,0(19,6% ) ავადმყოფმა თავის თავის მოვლა შეძლო. 

 

 

 


